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fidently. No forger could possibly invent a wide range of new types which fofta, 

when considered all together, at least two series of previously unknown kinds of 

Dutch and Sinhalese coins, namely Larins bearing the names of Sinhalese kings and 

Larins with Dutch words or dates on them. No forger could possibly have forged a 

about four hundred different dies to stamp with them the five hundred Larins that 

bear inscriptions in Persian or Arabic character. Had a forger been at work there 

would certainly have been a great preponderance of some one type, or at least 

of some few types which he chose to reproduce; but in this hoard it would be difSk 

icult to point to any six coins that have indubitably come from the same die.

That there are a few forgeries of the seventeenth century seems to me probable, for 

some of the hook money has all the appearance of having been made of base metal 

by illiterate persons, but the collection does not contain one single specimen 

wnich temme gives rise to the smallest suspicion of modern fraud. I have net the 

slightest hesitation in taking it for what it purports to be, namely a collection 

or hoard of coined money buried in the seventeenth century and dug up in the 

twentieth. Evidence that the copper and the silver were found together, as was 

stated, is afforded by the adherence to a number of the silver coins of ccreper 

patina. I had to remove this in some cases so that the coins might be read, 

but in others it still remains.

I will now endeavor to describe the hoard as completely as my very limited 

time allows met briefly, that is, where the types are already known; more fully 

where they are not to be found either in the catalogue of the Colombo Museum, or 

in the remarkably full book of Mr. Codrington - "Ceylon Coins and Currency." 

SINHALESE COPPER COINS OF THE TWELFTH AND THIRTEENTH CENTURIES.

There are of these, all of ordinary types described by Codrington in 

chapter VI, commencing at page 65. They belong to the following kings (including 

one queen):


